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Abstract – This study explores the application of Natural Language Processing in Philippine law to expedite legal 

research. It focuses on three document embedding techniques: Doc2Vec, TF-IDF, and OpenAI embedding (text-

embedding-ada-002), using a dataset of Philippine Supreme Court Case Decisions from 2015 to 2020 (4,400 case 

decisions). The objective is to uncover and evaluate semantic relationships between case decisions. Importantly, 

this paper proposes two evaluation measures, “similarity classification” and “similarity comparison,” to 

evaluate the four embedding models and determine how these captured the semantic similarity relationship 

between cases. The results show that embedding models performed high accuracy scores in "similarity 

classification," but performed relatively poorer in the second metric "similarity comparison" with low to 

moderate accuracy. The best performing model is Doc2Vec with 94% accuracy in "similarity classification" and 

72.92% accuracy in "similarity comparison." Future studies can focus on steps to improve performance in 

"similarity comparison" metric and additional preprocessing techniques such as text reorganization (e.g., 

summaries, sections). These results clearly demonstrate the potential of document embedding to enhance legal 

research efficiency in the Philippines and similar domains through Natural Language Processing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The application of Computer Science methodologies, particularly Artificial Intelligence 

(AI), has been on the rise and is generating excitement, especially within the field of Philippine 

law [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. There is a substantial interest and commitment to AI adoption, with certain 

institutions under the Philippine government incorporating AI to enhance productivity, save 

time and resources, and deliver higher-quality public services. Moreover, the Philippine 

government envisions leveraging AI to boost productivity, foster economic growth, and 

position the nation as a more globally competitive entity [6]. Even the Chief Justice of the 

Supreme Court of the Philippines, Chief Justice Alexander G. Gesmundo, has consistently 

voiced his support for the utilization of AI in legal research on three separate occasions. His 

endorsement is aimed at improving the operations of the Philippine Judiciary [7], expediting 

the resolution of cases [8], and increasing accessibility to legal references [9]. Since the 

discipline of law is dominated by language and text [1], Natural Language Processing (NLP), 

a subfield under AI, enters the scene as a necessary innovation enforced and applied to legal 
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datasets. It is defined as the set of “computational techniques for analyzing and representing 

naturally occurring texts at one or more levels of linguistic analysis for the purpose of 

achieving human-like language processing for a range of tasks or applications” [10]. Document 

embedding, as one of the techniques under NLP, involves the numerical representation 

(vectorization) of text data, enabling it to be mapped within an n-dimensional vector space 

[11]. Several well-known embedding techniques include bag-of-words, n-grams, TF-IDF 

(Term-Frequency Inverse Document-Frequency), and Doc2Vec, as well as newer methods 

based on transformers like BERT and OpenAI embedding. Modern embedding techniques, 

such as Doc2Vec [12, 13], take into consideration the “semantics” between texts. 

Consequently, the relationships between document vectors also imply semantic similarity 

relationships between documents [11]. These relationships prove invaluable in tasks such as 

information/document retrieval, document clustering, and document classification [13, 14]. 

 

Regrettably, individuals involved in litigation within the Philippines often encounter the 

issue of delayed justice. The inefficiencies within the Philippine judiciary can be attributed, in 

part, to the labor-intensive nature of legal research and various other factors, including an 

inadequate ratio of courts to the population, lawyers to the population, and slow pace of case 

disposition. As of May 2020, the population of the Philippines stands at 109,035,343 [15]. 

With an estimated 2,000 judicial courts across the nation, this translates to just one court for 

every 50,000 Filipinos [16]. Furthermore, there are approximately 40,000 active Filipino 

lawyers, resulting in a ratio of just one lawyer for every 2,500 Filipinos [17]. The statistics 

reveal an average case disposition rate of 0.2545 (the number of cases decided divided by the 

total number of cases) from 2005 to 2014, with a declining trend observed from 2011 to 2014 

[2]. Moreover, the process of legal research among legal professionals in the country is 

characterized as a labor-intensive and time-consuming endeavor [1]. Chief Justice Gesmundo, 

a staunch advocate for AI integration in Philippine law, believes that AI has the potential to 

significantly expedite legal research. He envisions AI as a transformative tool that can make 

legal searches faster and more accessible, ultimately benefiting the people the judiciary serves 

[9]. While acknowledging the multifaceted challenges facing the Philippine judiciary, it is 

imperative to consider technological upgrades and tools that can alleviate certain aspects of the 

judicial process. For instance, techniques such as document embedding for expedited 

document retrieval, with its automatic semantic similarity scoring, can offer a valuable solution 

without the need for exhaustive manual reading. 

 

The primary objective of this paper is to employ three widely recognized document 

embedding techniques—namely Doc2Vec, TF-IDF, and OpenAI (text-embedding-ada-002)—

on a collection of Philippine Supreme Court Case Decisions (Jurisprudence) in order to 

quantify semantic relationships between any pair of given case decisions.  This study considers 

Supreme Court case decisions from the period spanning 2015 to 2020 with a total of 4,400 

case decisions as data set for document embedding. These case decisions serve as the 

foundational corpus for training four document embedding models: (1) Doc2Vec, (2) TF-IDF, 

(3) OpenAI using raw data set (hereafter “OpenAI+raw”), and (4) OpenAI using preprocessed 

data set (hereafter “OpenAI+prepro”). In addition, cosine similarity is used to compute the 

similarity score between two documents since it is a “widely used” similarity measure [18]. 

Furthermore, this research attempts to conduct a comparative analysis to determine which 

among the four embedding models yields the best performance using two proposed evaluation 
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metrics. However, this study is limited to “true labels” for the two proposed evaluation 

measures provided by a single legal expert. 

 

These accuracy scores are assessed using two proposed evaluation measures, each designed 

to accurately capture the essence of “semantic similarity relatedness” among case decisions: 

a) Similarity Classification: The first evaluation measure involves classifying two case 

decisions as either “similar” or “dissimilar” decided based on the cosine similarity 

score of their document vectors while exploring varying cosine similarity thresholds 

(posed as a binary classification problem). 

b) Similarity Comparison: The second evaluation measure focuses on identifying which 

of the two case decisions are more similar relative to a third, individual case decision, 

again, based on the cosine similarity score of their document vectors. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

2.1 Word Embedding on Philippine Jurisprudence 

Within the Philippines, efforts have been made to employ word embedding (i.e., word 

vector representations) and document embedding techniques in the realm of jurisprudence. 

Foreign studies have also delved into domain-specific word embedding models, such as 

BioWordVec, developed by Zhang, Chen, Yang, Lin, and Lu in 2019 as a contribution to NLP 

in the field of Biomedical Sciences [19]. Additionally, the Law2Vec embedding model, created 

by Chaldikis and Kampas in the same year, utilized English legislation from the UK legal 

system and across the British Commonwealth [20]. These endeavors seemed to pique the 

interest of three Filipino researchers, Peramo, Cheng, and Cordel II. In 2021, they developed 

a 300-dimensional word embedding model collectively known as Juris2Vec.  This model was 

built using three prominent word embedding techniques: Word2vec, GloVe, and FastText, 

applied to Philippine jurisprudence. Their results indicated that Word2vec and FastText word 

embedding models excelled in “semantic” and “syntactic” evaluation measures, respectively. 

Through Juris2Vec, the researchers proposed its applicability in classification tasks, 

information retrieval, word/phrase analogy, translation, and more [3]. 

 

2.2 Document Embedding on Philippine Jurisprudence 

Document embedding, again, is the process of converting documents from its original form 

(text encoded in a particular natural human language such as English) to a numerical 

representation, or a document vector in n-dimensions [11]. The application of document 

embedding model in Philippine legal data set was the objective in the research conducted by 

Ran era, Solano, and Oco in August 2019. The researchers applied the widely recognized 

Doc2Vec embedding technique to Philippine case decisions with the aim of expediting legal 

research for court judges during trials. This approach facilitated quicker judgments by 

automatically retrieving semantically similar case decisions [2]. The selection of the most 

effective document embedding technique posed a challenge. However, a study by Mandal, 

Chaki, and Saha in November 2017 demonstrated that Doc2Vec outperformed three other 

document embedding techniques: TF-IDF, LDA Topic Modelling, and weighted-averaged 

Word2Vec, using Indian Jurisprudence [21]. Returning to the study by Ran era, Solano, and 

Oco, their Doc2Vec model achieved an 80% accuracy rate in similarity classification and 
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displayed strong monotonicity (ρ = 0.7691) when compared with scores provided by a legal 

expert [2]. 

 

2.3 Foreign Applications of Embedding on Legal Corpora 

The utilization of document embedding techniques gained considerable attention not only 

in the Philippines but also in countries with Anglo-American common-law traditions like India. 

These countries place a strong emphasis on “judicial precedents” (i.e., stare decisis) in 

determining case outcomes [22, 23]. In a 2011 study, Kumar, P. K. Reddy, V. B. Reddy 

introduced two distinct methods for identifying similar case decisions in the Supreme Court of 

India: a text-based approach using TF-IDF and a network-based approach employing 

bibliographic coupling and co-citation counts. They found that bibliographic coupling and TF-

IDF, with specialized preprocessing (removing non-legal tokens), effectively retrieved similar 

case decisions [24]. Two years later, in 2013, Kumar, P. K. Reddy, V. B. Reddy, and Suri 

proposed a hybrid approach utilizing TF-IDF embedding and cosine similarity to determine 

“paragraph links” between different case decision paragraphs. The count of paragraph links 

served as a measure of similarity, outperforming their previous network-based approach 

(bibliographic coupling) [25]. However, Mandal, Chaki, and Saha argued in November 2017 

that Doc2Vec surpassed the hybrid approach and other embedding techniques, showing the 

strongest correlation with legal expert scores [21]. 

 

There were new pursuits in evaluating embedding techniques in the following years. In 

2021, Mandal, Gosh, and Mandal experimented with seven techniques, finding Doc2Vec to 

perform best based on correlation with a legal expert. TF-IDF, on the other hand, achieved the 

highest accuracy (87.2%) in binary classification for semantic similarity [26]. In a December 

2020 study using a smaller data set of Indian Jurisprudence, Almuslim and Inkpen compared 

three techniques (Doc2Vec, Word2Vec, and GloVe) and found TF-IDF to be the most effective 

embedding model according to their metrics [22]. Hence, it’s interesting to reconsider TF-IDF 

as an embedding technique for assessing case decision similarity and explore newer 

transformer-based models like OpenAI’s text-embedding-ada-002. Apart from the Philippines 

and India, legal researcher Novotna (2020) demonstrated that Doc2Vec has potential in 

identifying semantically similar Czech jurisprudence, emphasizing the importance of 

reviewing past decisions in civil-law jurisdictions like the Czech Republic. In her study, she 

qualitatively evaluated the results of the embedding model with one example (a lease 

agreement case) where nine out of top ten semantically similar documents shared the same 

legal issue [27]. 

 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Dataset Preparation and Analysis Stage 

The data set employed in this study focuses exclusively on Philippine Supreme Court case 

decisions, known as Jurisprudence, for the years 2015 to 2020. This paper constrained the data 

set to a specific five-year period due to limitations in time and financial resources, taking into 

account OpenAI’s services operate on a commercial basis (with pricing for every document 

embedding request). Initially, the initial data set comprised a total of 6,097 cases. The primary 

language of composition of the cases is English, although there are occasional excerpts in 
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Filipino and Spanish. The average token size is 7,944.02 tokens, with the largest case 

containing 421,512 tokens and the smallest comprising 679 tokens, as calculated using the 

tiktoken Python library. 

 

However, it’s important to note that the OpenAI embedding model (text-embedding-ada-

002) can handle a maximum of 8,192 tokens in a single API request. Consequently, all case 

decisions exceeding 8,000 tokens were excluded from the data set [28]. Additionally, case 

decisions containing fewer than 1,000 tokens were also removed. According to a previous 

study [2], these shorter documents having a small set of word tokens can mistakenly be 

classified as “similar” compared to larger documents potentially affecting the performance of 

the embedding model. As a result, the final data set consists of a total of 4,400 case decisions. 

 

3.2 Preprocessing Stage 

The preprocessing stage transforms the saved HTML code of a case decision, obtained 

from an open-source, free application, into a list of final transformed tokens suitable for 

embedding modeling. The following preprocessing steps were adopted from related works and 

implemented using Python. This stage is a prerequisite for three out of the four document 

embedding models, namely (1) TF-IDF, (2) Doc2Vec, and (3) OpenAI+prepro. 

a) The HTML code of a case decision is processed into clean text using the bs4 HTML 

parser. 

b) The clean text is tokenized using wordpunct_tokenize from the nltk Python library. At 

this stage, the clean text is transformed into a list of initial tokens. 

c) All tokens in the initial list are converted to lowercase using the built-in lower function. 

d) Tokens that correspond to Filipino names, stopwords, and other insignificant categories 

(e.g., tokens representing locations, months, adverbs, etc.) are removed from the initial 

token list. 

e) Single-character tokens and tokens containing Unicode and non-alphabetic characters 

are eliminated from the previous list, as they are likely minor errors or additional 

unimportant tokens in the case decision. 

f) Tokens that appear in fewer than five case decisions or in more than 95% of the case 

decisions (5,792 out of 6,097 case decisions) are excluded from the previous list. 

Tokens falling into these extremes of occurrence do not significantly contribute to 

determining similarity. 

g) Each token is lemmatized using WordNetLemmatizer from the nltk Python library to 

unify different forms of base or stem words (e.g., running, ran, run) into a single token 

representation (e.g., run). 

 

3.3 Document Embedding Stage 

For the document embedding stage, this study attempts to develop four different document 

embedding models: (1) TF-IDF, (2) Doc2Vec, (3) OpenAI+raw, and (4) OpenAI+prepro. 

 

TF-IDF and Doc2Vec were selected because they were previously applied in judicial case 

datasets before in past studies [2, 21]. Due to the gaining popularity of generative models [31], 

OpenAI’s embedding model (text-embedding-ada-002) is also selected for comparison and 

further evaluation. The output of this step is to produce four distinct document vectors from 
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the four models for each and every 4,400 case decisions (4,400 document vectors for each 

model and 17,600 document vectors in grand total). 

 

3.3.1 TF-IDF (Term-Frequency Inverse Document-Frequency) 

TF-IDF, which stands for “term frequency–inverse document frequency,” is one of the 

most common and early NLP techniques in document vector representation utilized in 

information retrieval systems during the 2000s but already conceptualized even before [29, 

30]. This technique is known for determining unique and special word tokens in a document 

having higher tf-idf scores as opposed to very common words having lower tf-idf scores [30]. 

The tf-idf score of a word w of a particular document 𝑑 is computed using the formula (see 

Equation 1) where 𝑓𝑤,𝑑 is the number of times w appeared in document d only, |𝐷| is the total 

number of documents in a corpus, and 𝑓𝑤,𝐷 is the number of documents that mentioned word 

w [30]. 

 

In this present study, the TF-IDF embedding model is created and prepared using the 

TfidfVectorizer from sklearn Python library with the preprocessed data set again as the training 

data set. The vector size is set to 100. The TF-IDF document vector of every Philippine case 

decisions is saved in a JSON file stored in a file directory titled ./tfidf_model. 

 

3.3.2 Doc2Vec 

Compared to TF-IDF, Doc2Vec is a relatively new document embedding technique 

conceptualized in 2014 which was initially referred to as “Paragraph Vectors” by its creators 

from Google company [12, 13]. This technique is known for its ability to capture semantics 

relationship between documents such that when visualized the vector points of semantically 

similar documents are proximate to each other in space [13]. The document vectors are 

produced based from a neural network model of where the probability of a target word (output 

layer) is computed given the context words and the document where it belongs (input layer). 

In trying to accomplish (maximize) the high probability of predicting this target word in many 

iterations, the weights of the document vectors as well as the weights of the context word 

vectors are repeatedly adjusted from time to time until it reaches their final vector form. In this 

particular example from the figure below from [12], the context words “the”, “cat”, “sat,” and 

paragraph D are trying to maximize the probability of predicting “on” as the next word in the 

neural network. This is referred to as the Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vectors 

(PV-DM), which is the default architecture in implementing Doc2Vec [12]. 

𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤) = 𝑓𝑤,𝑑 ∙ log (
|𝐷|

𝑓𝑤,𝐷
) (1) 
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Figure 1. Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vectors (PV-DM) [12] 

 

 

The Doc2Vec embedding model is developed using the Doc2Vec class from gensim 

Python library with the preprocessed data set as the training data set. The multiprocessing 

library is also utilized to speedup the training process. For this model, the vector size is 100 

and number of epochs is 10 while the other parameters are set in default. The Doc2Vec model 

file is used to query the Doc2Vec document vector of a particular case decision and retrieve 

the top-n most similar case decisions. 

 

3.3.3 OpenAI Embedding Model (text-embedding-ada-002) 

Due to the popularity rise of generative AI in the past two years [31], this study cannot 

ignore to include it in its comparative analysis represented by OpenAI, the company 

responsible for the creation of ChatGPT platform for public consumption powered by their 

large language model, namely GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. As of writing, their state-of-the-art 

embedding model is called “text-embedding-ada-002” that is already trained and accessible 

through API endpoint to convert a text document into a document vector on a commercial basis 

[28]. Unfortunately, the actual architecture of OpenAI’s text-embedding-ada-002 remains 

confidential outside of the company probably to avoid duplication from competitors [32]. 

 

However, their earlier embedding model (text-similarity-davinci-001) was built using a 

Transformer architecture model [32, 33] according to a published manuscript of the OpenAI 

embedding model’s creators in arXiv [34]. The Transformer is also a neural network based 

model developed in 2017 by machine learning researchers in Google [35]. It is now considered 

as the “dominant architecture in natural language processing” exceeding established deep-

learning techniques such as convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural 

networks (RNN) [36]. 

 

3.3.3.1. OpenAI+raw 

Compared to TF-IDF and Doc2Vec, the vector size is significantly higher, fixed at 1,536 

dimensions. The OpenAI embedding model does not require any preprocessing technique to 

generate document vectors which saves time and resources demanded during the preprocessing 

stage as it is traditionally done in Doc2Vec and TF-IDF embedding process. The OpenAI 

document vectors of the raw text version of Philippine Supreme Court case decisions are 

obtained through a series of API requests and every response containing the document vectors 

are saved in JSON file in a file directory named ./openai_model. 
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3.3.3.2 OpenAI+prepro 

This paper is interested to investigate the putative impact of an additional preprocessing 

step before feeding the data set into a transformer-based embedding model. Another set of 

document vectors were obtained through OpenAI API requests but using a concatenated string 

of preprocessed tokens instead of the raw text version. These are saved in the file directory 

titled ./openai_model_preprocessed. 

 

3.3.4 Cosine similarity 

Cosine similarity is used as the only similarity measure in determining the similarity score 

between two document vectors. The cosine_similarity function from sklearn Python library is 

utilized for this purpose. However, the threshold (t) for determining the metric boundary 

between “similar” and “dissimilar” is arbitrarily chosen, for example, in [2, 26] the threshold 

is arbitrarily set at 0.50 while other threshold values were considered in other works. In this 

study, this study explores varying cosine similarity threshold values (𝑡 ∈  [0.50, 1.00]) in 

order to determine the maximum accuracy scores that can be produced considering Doc2Vec, 

TF-IDF, and OpenAI document vectors. The formula for the cosine similarity between 

document vectors A and B is shown below in Equation 2. 

 

 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

To achieve the highest level of semantic similarity relatedness, a document embedding 

model (the model generating documents vectors) paired with cosine similarity must attain high 

accuracy scores on two critical evaluation metrics which this study considers and proposes: (1) 

similarity classification and (2) similarity comparison. These evaluation metrics are considered 

and proposed because they aim to measure the document embedding model’s twin ability: (1) 

to distinguish between “similar” and “dissimilar” pair of case decisions and (2) to capture the 

sense of “similarity ordering,” thus identifying the “more similar” case between two similar 

cases, respectively. 

 

4.1 Overview of Test Cases 

Fifty (50) tests cases provided for the first evaluation metric in Section 3.2 and forty-eight 

(48) tests cases for the second evaluation metric in Section 3.3. The number of tests cases is 

deemed a sufficient  number since previous studies evaluated their models using fewer tests 

cases, namely twenty-five (25) test cases in [2] and forty-seven (47) test cases in [21, 26]. 

Furthermore, the selection and utilization of tests cases from the training legal dataset (4,400 

case decisions) should not cause any issue leading to biased evaluation in the context of this 

study because document embedding is classified as an unsupervised learning technique in 

machine learning where “true labels” are not provided. The document embedding models 

(Doc2Vec, TF-IDF, and OpenAI’s text-embedding-ada-002) attempt to reconstruct the 

similarity relationships among documents in a vector space without the benefit of knowing 

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴, 𝐵) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) =
𝐴 ∙ 𝐵

‖𝐴‖‖𝐵‖
=

∑ 𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝐴𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖=1 √∑ 𝐵𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(2) 
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which documents are actually similar. The document embedding models merely generates a 

document vector based on its statistical design and formula. It is only beyond embedding 

process that it can be identified if a pair of cases are “similar” and “not similar” by checking 

at the calculated value of the cosine similarity scores and comparing it based on a similarity 

threshold. 

 

4.2 Performance of Evaluation Metric 1: Similarity Classification 

For the first evaluation metric “similarity classification” in Section 3.2., this study prepared 

randomly selected fifty (50) pairs of case decisions which was manually labeled by a legal 

expert whether the pair is “similar” and “not similar” as shown in Appendix 1. The balance in 

the labeled testing data set is ensured comprising of 25 manually labeled “similar” pairs and 

25 manually “not similar” pairs.  The determination of similarity is obviously subjective, but 

the author did not prescribe any rubric to provide liberty to the legal expert to decide what is 

similar or not according to the context of the legal discipline. It was only after labeling task 

that the legal expert was inquired about his decision-making in labeling the pairs. 

 

According to the legal expert, the order of priority in determining similarity between 

jurisprudence is the following: (1) legal doctrine/s, (2) legal issue/s, and (3) fact/s of the case. 

Two cases would be “similar” at least if they share the same legal issue/s, and even “more 

similar” if they share the same doctrine/s. For example, two criminal cases about the use of 

illegal of drugs against a special penal law Republic Act 9165 would be “similar” (e.g., pair 3 

in Appendix 1) for him, but when a murder case and a drug-related case are compared, then 

they are “not similar” because these are two distinct crimes (e.g., pair 4 in Appendix 1). 

 

In this evaluation metric, the task is posed as a binary classification problem. In this 

scenario, the domain expert’s manual assessment serve as the “target values” (i.e., “similar/not 

similar” labels) while the cosine similarity score and similarity threshold value are used to 

determine the model’s prediction (“similar/not similar”).  Plotting the threshold (x-axis, 𝑥 ∈
[0.50,0.95]) against accuracy (y-axis, 𝑦 ∈ [0.00,1.00]) for the four embedding models, there 

is a decrease in accuracy for both Doc2Vec and TF-IDF embedding models as the similarity 

threshold increases from 0.50 to 0.95 albeit a slower decrease in TF-IDF as opposed to 

Doc2Vec. Furthermore, the maximum of their respective accuracy of TF-IDF and Doc2Vec 

are located around the threshold value of 0.50 (see Figures 2 and 3). Conversely, the accuracy 

of the two OpenAI embedding models, namely OpenAI+raw and OpenAI+prepro, experiences 

a significant increase as the similarity threshold approaches the range of 0.8 to 0.9 (see Figures 

4 and 5). The most optimal score threshold is summarized in Table 1 based on the maximum 

accuracy produced. 
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Figure 2. TF-IDF: Threshold-Accuracy Plot 

 
Figure 3. Doc2Vec: Threshold-Accuracy Plot 
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Figure 4. OpenAI+raw: Threshold-Accuracy Plot 

 
Figure 5. OpenAI+preprocessed: Threshold-Accuracy Plot 
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There is an interesting behavior in OpenAI’s embedding model text-embedding-ada-002 

which only performs well in a small range of threshold values. The OpenAI embedding model 

was trained on a very large data set which probably includes, for example, the entire Wikipedia 

corpus, and other open-source large dataset in the world wide web. Therefore, OpenAI tries to 

fit this paper’s datasets in its already large vector space containing the OpenAI’s large language 

model dataset (e.g., Wikipedia). Since the 4,400 case decisions are essentially related to each 

other with similar words and writing style with respect to the possibly millions of documents 

that OpenAI already knows, the tendency is to produce 4,400 document vectors are very close 

to each other resulting in smaller distances and higher similarity scores. 

 

In contrast to other embedding models such as Doc2Vec and TF-IDF, these embedding 

models are only aware of the legal training dataset (4,400 case decisions). Thus, there are 

higher distances between document vectors. Table 1 below summarizes the accuracy, recall, 

and specificity using the most optimal similarity threshold identified from Figures 2-5. 

Generally speaking, all embedding models performed with at least “moderate accuracy” (0.70-

0.90). It is worth noting that Doc2Vec achieved the highest accuracy (94%) considered a “high 

accuracy” (0.90-1.00). However, the accuracy scores for Doc2Vec and the other models are 

still somehow close to each other, with the largest gap being only 10% between Doc2Vec 

(94%) and OpenAI+raw (84%). The moderate to high accuracy of the embedding models 

further reaffirms its ability to capture semantically similar documents, or in this study, judicial 

cases. 

 

The moderate to high accuracy scores can be attributed to the textual nature of the legal 

dataset (i.e., Supreme Court case decisions) for having a relatively large word count 

(approximately 7,900 words on average) which creates identity and character to the legal text, 

and the consistency of legal keywords (e.g., “murder” as the only legal nomenclature for the 

crime it describes) which eventually helped in delineating which cases can be grouped together 

as similar in the vector space during the embedding process. 

 

 

Table 1. Performance of Embedding Models in Evaluation Measure 1: Similarity 

Classification 

Embedding Model Threshold (t) Accuracy Recall Specificity 

TF-IDF 0.5000 0.84 0.96 0.72 

Doc2Vec 0.5687 0.94 0.88 1.00 

OpenAI+raw 0.8937 0.88 0.92 0.84 

OpenAI+prepro 0.9125 0.86 0.96 0.76 

 

 

4.3 Evaluation Metric 2: Similarity Comparison 

Three related studies [21, 2, 26] explored correlation statistics, namely the calculation of 

Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients, to assess the strength of the association 

between cosine similarity scores and evaluations by legal experts in order to evaluate the 

validity of the embedding model. However, assigning numerical scores by legal domain 

experts can be a time-consuming, challenging, and potentially confusing task, often rooted in 
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heavy subjectivity. This subjectivity is especially evident when experts are not provided with 

a standardized rubric for rating the similarity relatedness of case decision pairs on a scale from 

1 (indicating no similarity) to 10 (indicating the highest degree of similarity). Moreover, it is 

worth noting that two different legal experts or professionals will most likely assign different 

similarity ratings to the same pair of case decisions. As an alternative, this paper proposes a 

novel evaluation measure that still captures the fundamental concept of the “similarity 

ordering” relationship among case decisions. It is more likely that two or more legal experts 

or professionals could unanimously agree whichever case (A or C) is more similar with respect 

to B.  

 

For the second evaluation metric “similarity comparison” this study prepared forty-eight 

(48)  “similar triples” that are randomly selected from the legal dataset as shown in Table 2. A 

“similar triple” is defined as a set of three case decisions that are calculated as semantically 

similar and therefore, satisfying this condition using the cosine similarity score and a threshold: 

(𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑖, 𝐵𝑖)  >  𝑡) ∧ (𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐵𝑖, 𝐶𝑖)  >  𝑡) ∧ (𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑖, 𝐶𝑖)  >  𝑡) where i is the index of a 

“similar triple” in the test dataset. Furthermore, the second tests cases are also balanced 

wherein a set of twelve similar triples are collected from each of the four document embedding 

models. Then for each similar triples, the legal expert manually determined which is the more 

similar judicial case 𝐴𝑖 or 𝐶𝑖, relative to the judicial case 𝐵𝑖. As mentioned earlier in Section 

3.2, the legal expert explained that the similarity of the “legal doctrine/s” is the top priority in 

determining similarity between judicial cases, followed by similarity in the legal issue/s, and 

similarity of the fact/s of the case. 

 

The challenge for the embedding is to correctly identify as much as possible which pair 

(𝐴𝑖, 𝐵𝑖) or (𝐵𝑖, 𝐶𝑖) in order to capture the essence of semantic ordering such that there exists a 

more similar case compared to a similar case. It is one thing to determine if a pair of documents 

is similar or not, but it is an entirely different task to determine correctly which is more similar 

among two similar documents which this evaluation metric seeks to measure. The labels of the 

legal expert is shown completely in Appendix 2.  

 

On the other hand, the predicted labels obtained using the four embedding models and 

cosine similarity (with respect to the most optimal threshold from Section 3.2 are presented in 

Table 2. The results indicate that only Doc2Vec has “moderate accuracy” (0.70-0.90) and  the 

three remaining models produced “low accuracy” (0.50-0.70). Doc2Vec is expected to 

outperform TF-IDF because of unique ability to consider “semantic relatedness.” However, 

while OpenAI company promised that its embedding model has the ability to capture semantic 

relatedness [28] similar to Doc2Vec, this paper can only hypothesize (due to the confidentiality 

of OpenAI’s embedding implementation) that the issue, again, may be attributed to the 

compressed document vectors of the legal dataset. 
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Table 2. Performance of Embedding Models in Evaluation Measure 2: Similarity 

Comparison 

 

 

This is an example of how the embedding models performed in one of the similar triples of the 

second set of test cases (12th “similar triple” entry). The three cases are the following:  

A. Expedition Construction Corp. vs. Africa, G.R. No. 228671 (Dec. 14, 2017) 

B.  Felicilda vs. Uy, G.R. No. 221241 (Sept. 14, 2016) 

C.  Vicmar Development Corp. vs. Elarcosa, G.R. No. 202215 (Dec. 9, 2015) 

 

The three cases are described as similar for being labor cases involving a complaint of 

illegal dismissal. All four embedding models unanimously classified the similar triple as 

similar to each other and passes the “similarity classification” metric. 

 

A careful reading of these cases reveal nuances in its content. According to the legal expert, 

the first (𝐴12) and second (𝐵12) cases are “more similar” because the two cases discussed 

about the requisites to establish an “employer-employee relationship,” while the third case 

(𝐶12) discussed the “regular employment” status of a working group. In this test case entry, 

Doc2Vec (best performing model) and OpenAI+prepro (third-best performing model) were 

able to determine that there is higher similarity between A and B. The two remaining models, 

TF-IDF and OpenAI+raw, failed to determine this as the “more similar” pair but it is interesting 

to note the absolute differences between the two similarity scores are small compared to 

Doc2Vec (see Table 3). 

 

 

Table 3. Evaluating “Similarity Comparison” in Test Case 12. 

 𝑿: 𝒔𝒊𝒎(𝑨𝟏𝟐, 𝑩𝟏𝟐) 𝒀: 𝒔𝒊𝒎(𝑩𝟏𝟐, 𝑪𝟏𝟐) |𝑿 − 𝒀| Predicted label 

Doc2Vec 0.7526 0.6922 0.0604 𝒔𝒊𝒎(𝑨, 𝑩) 

OpenAI+prepro 0.9414 0.9196 0.0218 𝒔𝒊𝒎(𝑨, 𝑩) 

OpenAI+raw 0.8954 0.9196 0.0210 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐵, 𝐶) 
TF-IDF 0.9277 0.9381 0.0103 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐵, 𝐶) 

 

 

The results from this particular sample case is compelling and exhibits how document 

embedding has potential in accelerating legal research where there is a need to research not 

only thematically similar cases, but similar cases with strong similarity in terms of 

doctrine/issue, which is very crucial due to the common-law nature of the Philippine legal 

system. 

 

Embedding Model True Predicted Labels Accuracy 

TF-IDF 32/48 0.6667 

Doc2Vec 35/48 0.7292 

OpenAI+raw 26/48 0.5417 

OpenAI+prepro 30/48 0.6250 
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

In conclusion, this research explored the potential of document embedding techniques in 

NLP, including Doc2Vec, TF-IDF, and OpenAI (text-embedding-ada-002), in determining 

similarity between judicial cases that can be used as a document retrieval feature to advance 

legal research in the Philippines. Additionally, this study also proposed two evaluation metrics 

in order to analyze and evaluate embedding models, namely “similarity classification” and 

“similarity comparison.” The “similarity classification” metric measures the ability of the 

embedding model to classify “similar” and “not similar” pairs of cases. On the other hand, the 

“similarity comparison” metric measures the ability of the embedding model to identify which 

of the two similar cases is even “more similar” with respect to a judicial case of interest. The 

four embedding models were tested against the true labels of the legal expert. This research 

created four different embedding models: (1) TF-IDF, (2) Doc2Vec, (3) OpenAI with raw 

dataset (i.e., OpenAI+raw), and (4) OpenAI with preprocessed dataset (i.e., OpenAI+prepro), 

and were evaluated using the proposed evaluation metrics. 

 

The general results indicate that capability of embedding models to expedite legal research 

and identify related case decisions. In “similarity classification” metric, the four embedding 

models performed with “moderate accuracy” (0.70-0.90) to “high accuracy” (0.90-1.00) in this 

task. Doc2Vec achieved the highest accuracy at 94%, followed by the two OpenAI’s 

embedding models at 88% (OpenAI+raw) and 86% (OpenAI+prepro), and lastly, TF-IDF at 

84% accuracy. However, in “similarity comparison” metric, all embedding models performed 

with “low accuracy” (0.50-0.70) with the exception of Doc2Vec who performed with 

“moderate accuracy” (0.70-0.90) at 72.92% correctly identifying 35 out of 48 similar pairs. 

The significance of the second evaluation metric becomes more important because it exposes 

the limitation of embedding model in identifying which of the two cases is even “more similar.” 

 

It is interesting to note how Doc2Vec outperformed the state-of-the-art technology such as 

OpenAI’s text-embedding-ada-002 which overwhelmingly has a larger vector size (1,536 

dimensions). The OpenAI embedding model liberates the developer from the laborious task of 

preprocessing and training which demands a certain high standard of hardware specifications. 

The OpenAI embedding model excelled in the “similarity classification” task nonetheless, but 

the problem probably lies in its extremely large training data from around the world wide web 

which tends to fit and squeeze the mere set of this study’s legal dataset (4,400 case decisions) 

clustered closely together and consequently producing closer document vector and similarity 

scores. This paper hypothesizes that an additional preprocessing step may be necessary for 

OpenAI embedding such as summarizing all case decisions (case digests) in order to lessen the 

overall resemblance of the corpus which may increase the variance of their document vectors. 

On the other hand, this paper suggests that legal tech industries and researchers should move 

on from using TF-IDF as document vector representation of case documents having the least 

accuracy score in “similarity classification” test and low accuracy in “similarity comparison.” 

test. 

 

This study highlights the potential of document embedding to improve legal research in 

the Philippines. Given the low to moderate performance of embedding models in the second 

evaluation metric (“similarity comparison”), the research and design efforts should be geared 
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towards improving “similarity comparison” or the ability of the embedding model to identify 

which is “more similar” than another “similar” than to simply know which is “similar” or “not 

similar.” Future work may involve model fine-tuning techniques and evaluating the model in 

the context of a multiclass classification problem (e.g., very similar, similar, dissimilar). Due 

to the popularity of Generative AI, it is also interesting to consider text reorganization (e.g., 

summaries, sections, etc.) as preprocessing technique through the aid of Large Language 

Models (LLMs) that provide generate a structured form in unstructured texts such as Philippine 

Supreme court case decisions. The extension of the training dataset covering the entire case 

decisions from 1901 until the present time can also be considered for a more accurate 

classification and comparison task. Furthermore, the study also suggests conducting cross-

labelling from multiple legal experts in order to mitigate bias in the true labels. There should 

be constant collaboration between computer scientists and legal professionals (as stakeholders) 

in improving legal research through artificial intelligence. 
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